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Abstract
Testing web services requires generating wellformed XML data
compliant to a WSDL specification. The knowledge on developing QuickCheck data generators for such data is a barrier to the
use of QuickCheck by non-experts. The lack of property-based approaches for testing web services makes testing expensive and in
practice faults slip through by insufficient test coverage.
We present a domain specific language which reuses the essential part of the WSDL syntax making it straightforward to express
WSDL types as QuickCheck generators.
Making it easier to write these data generators in a language
mimicking WSDL allows a larger audience to benefit from the
advantages of property-based testing.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification; D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging
General Terms reliability, verification
Keywords web services, QuickCheck, WSDL

1.

Introduction

One of the main problems of testing is data generation. This problem has two sides: quantity and quality. On the one hand, testing
usually involves writing specific test cases, including test data. For
testing to be thorough, the number of test cases needs to be significant and so is the effort to write them. On the other hand, for
testing to be effective, the data has to be complex enough to expose
non-trivial software errors.
Property-based testing (PBT [6]) is a testing approach that
can tackle the two sides of this problem. Rather than manually writing individual test cases, PBT requires developers to describe properties of the software. Then, PBT tools such as Erlang
QuickCheck [2] can automatically derive hundreds of different test
cases from those properties.
While properties describe the functional behaviour of the software, data generators are written by developers to describe the input data. These generators are the key to the significant derivation
of test cases capable of exposing non-trivial software errors. Although QuickCheck provides generators for basic types (int, char,
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lists. . . ), building complex data generators, possibly parametrised
by dynamic conditions, is not easy for QuickCheck non-experts.
As an example, if a function requires a list of integers greater
than a given integer N, a possible way to write a QuickCheck data
generator is this:
int_list_gt(N) ->
eqc_gen:list(?SUCHTHAT(M, eqc_gen:int(), M>N)).

Sampling this generator eqc_gen:sample(int_list_gt(5))
will return specific data instances such as:
[]
[14]
[16,11]
[18,11,19,12]
[11,18,16,18,7,12]
...

However, these kind of simple instances, and consequently such
simple generators, may not be enough to represent the required
complexity of the data. In particular, generating input data for
testing web services frequently requires the ability to observe a set
of constraints over that data defined as part of the description of the
web service. This description can be provided in a format such as
WSDL [19], or just as part of the web service documentation (i.e. a
PDF or HTML document).
As an example, an existing web service for a multimedia system
which manages the different rooms in which video streaming devices are located within a household, could handle XML-formatted
data as:
<rooms>
<room>
<roomId>95926-69-43-227</roomId>
<description>Living room</description>
</room>
<room>
<roomId>926-9-43-90</roomId>
</room>
<room>
<roomId>6227-39-5-6920</roomId>
<description>Kid’s room</description>
</room>
<rooms>

To produce such data, a number of constraints have to be implemented in the generators, like:
• Optional information. Web services frequently include fields

(tags, if in XML format) which are not required for proper
operation, such as the description in the example above.
However, if provided, optional information must be properly
processed.

• Number of occurrences. Web services frequently indicate a

number of occurrences of information that is expected for
proper operation. For instance, a total number of rooms between 1 and 5.
• Patterns for content. Web services frequently expect data to

fulfil certain format for proper operation, such as the fournumber code for roomId in the example above.
These constraints are common to many kinds of data, regardless
of its particular type, so the fact that developers need to take care
of them every time they need to write a data generator for a web
service is highly inefficient and error prone.
But more importantly, this naı̈ve approach to data generator
writing tends to first generate data that is later on filtered out
according to its required constraints. This makes it rather easy that
data ends up being discarded, thus spoiling generation efforts, even
if only we want a list of integers greater than 100:
> eqc_gen:sample(test_eqc:int_list_gt(100)).
** exception exit:
{"?SUCHTHAT failed to find a value
within 100 attempts.",[]}

Rather than putting a lot of effort in generating data that may be
no longer valid when we check the constraints it needs to fulfil, we
need to proceed the other way around: taking the constraints into
account when generating the data, not afterwards.
In this paper, we show how we overcome these two issues by
defining a DSL which developers can use instead of writing their
own data generators. We have designed this DSL taking inspiration
from WSDL elements (constraints and keywords), to lower the entry barrier from web service developers even further.
Thus, the contributions of this work are the following:
• The definition of a DSL to express web services data.
• An enabling mechanism for non-expert QuickCheck users to

define their own web service data generators.
• We provide a target for automatic testing of web services.

2.

The problem of data generation

...
<wsdl:operation name="CreateRoom"
pattern="http://www.w3.org/ns/wsdl/in-out"
style="http://www.w3.org/ns/wsdl/style/iri"
wsdlx:safe="true">
<wsdl:documentation>
It creates a new household with the specified values.
</wsdl:documentation>
<wsdl:input element="msg:createRoomParams"/>
<wsdl:output element="msg:createRoomResponse"/>
</wsdl:operation>
...
<xsd:element name="createRoomParams">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="roomId"
type="xsd:string" />
<xsd:element name="description"
type="xsd:string"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
...

Figure 1. Samples of test data

Test data 1: <rooms></rooms>
Test data 2: <rooms>
<room>
<roomId>5-5-0-10</roomId>
<description>za</description>
</room>
</rooms>
Test data 3: <rooms>
<room>
<roomId>8-1-1-9</roomId>
</room>
</rooms>

The advantages of the use of PBT [12] are highly dependent on the
definition of good generators for data [7, 11, 16]. As we mentioned
in the introduction, writing data generators that produce data taking
into account constraints which are not data-type inherent is challenging. Besides, these kind of constraints are indeed applicable to
different kinds of data types.
Take for instance our previous example of room information
that could be sent to a web service for multimedia management.
This example is borrowed from a real web service [9], with the
excerpt of WSDL definition shown in Fig. 1.
This defines an operation to create rooms which takes as parameter a user-defined complex type, createRoomParams. This type
consists of a sequence, which represents a fixed-length list of the
elements it contains: a roomId (a string), and a description,
which can be present or not, as reflected by the use of the constraints minOccurs=0, maxOccurs=1. These WSDL occurrence
modifiers can be applied to any WSDL element and, if not present,
the convention is minOccurs=1, maxOccurs=1.
For testing this functionality, we would like to generate data like
the one shown in Fig. 2.
For generating such data, we could write a set of generators that
produce a list of rooms:

Test data 4: <rooms>
<room>
<roomId>13-5-10-12</roomId>
<description>rtmsj</description>
</room>
<room>
<roomId>12-5-6-7</roomId>
</room>
<room>
<roomId>8-2-6-11</roomId>
<description>ydi</description>
</room>
</rooms>

createRoomParams() ->
eqc_gen:list(room()).

optional(G) ->
eqc_gen:oneof([[], G]).

Figure 2. Samples of test data

each of which has an identifier and –optionally- a description, so
we write a generic optional utility function to be used with any
generator G:
room() ->
{roomId(), optional(description())}.

To comply with the web service specification, room identifiers
are four-number codes:
roomId() ->
{eqc_gen:nat(),
eqc_gen:nat(),
eqc_gen:nat(),
eqc_gen:nat()}.

• enumerations, which define a list of acceptable values for any

basic type
• whitespace handling (preserve, replace, or collapse tabs,

spaces, carriage returns. . . )
There are other indicators which can be applied to a set of
WSDL elements to define order restrictions, such as:

and descriptions are just strings of printable characters:

• all: specifies that the child elements can appear in any order,

description() ->
eqc_gen:non_empty(eqc_gen:list(printable_char())).

• choice: specifies that either one child element or another can

An eqc_gen:sample(rooms()) produces output like
[]
[ {
{
[ {
{
{
...

and that each child element must occur only once
occur
• sequence: specifies that the child elements must appear in a

specific order
{ 5,5,0,10},
"za"},
{8,1,1,9},
[]} ]
{12,5, 6, 7},
[]},
{13,5,10,12},"rtmsj"},
{ 8,2, 6,11}, "ydi"} ]

which formatted into XML would look like the test samples in
Fig. 2, any of which could be used to feed the web services functionalities that receive a list of rooms (i.e. create rooms, delete
rooms, etc.), and specifically the createRoom service in Fig. 1.
Even thought the generated data we have just shown may seem
suitable for testing purposes, it presents a series of concerning
issues.
First, take into account we cannot tell the difference between
an empty description and a non-present description. Both are represented using the empty list ([]). With the previous generators, we
cannot generate these two different representations:
Test data 1:

<room>
<roomId>12-5-6-7</roomId>
</room>

Test data 2:

<room>
<roomId>12-5-6-7</roomId>
<description></description>
</room>

Figure 3. Non-differentiable test data
which, with testing in mind, constitute two different and equally
relevant test cases. Both test cases should end up dealing with the
same data (i.e. a room with certain ID and empty description), but
we want to test that indeed this is the case.
More importantly, there are cases in which this inability to tell
the difference may coerce our capability of expressing relevant
situations. In contrast with the previous example, in which we want
to allow both the presence of an empty description and the absence
of a description at all, the list of rooms can be empty, but should
never be absent. In other words, when invoking functionalities such
as create rooms or delete rooms, this is valid input data:
<rooms></rooms>
but the absence of data is not a valid input.
This behaviour, which we can link to the use of the occurrence
contraints in the WSDL definition of the web service, is not limited to this example. A non-exhaustive list of WSDL element constraints that can be used to describe web services is:
• length of elements (length, minLenght, maxLength), not

only strings but also lists of items
• patterns (regular expressions) of strings, dates, numbers

or the already mentioned occurrence restrictions (maxOccurs,
minOccurs).
Our DSL defines a set of constructs which can be used together with basic data type generators provided by tools like Quviq
QuickCheck in order to generate data which needs to comply with
those kinds of contraints. These constructs will be used in a similar way to other utility functions such as eqc gen:non empty,
eqc gen:choose, or eqc gen:oneof provided by QuickCheck,
or the optional showed earlier.
Thus, taking as example the createRoomParams operation at
the beginning of this section (cf. Fig. 1), our main goal is to define
a wsdlType/1 function that generates valid data according to the
WSDL specification. We have used a WSDL-inspired syntax.
createRoomParams() ->
wsdlType(tag("room",
[tag("roomId",string()),
minOccurs(0,maxOccurs(1,tag("description",
string())
))
])
).

Figure 4. CreateRoomParams data generator

3.

DSL for data generation

We designed our DSL as a deep embedding [8] of a WSDL combinator language in Erlang. This has allowed us to easily integrate
with Erlang QuickCheck 1 .
From the point of view of a QuickCheck user, writing data
generators using our DSL means:
1. Using a number of combinators which closely resemble WSDL
elements and constraint modifiers. This will create an internal
data structure representing the desired data type.
2. Wrapping these combinators in a wsdlType/1 function call.
This function will transform the aforementioned internal structure into a data generator.
Internally, the DSL is structured using an opaque abstract syntax
tree (AST) which represents either basic or complex types, and a list
of attributes which add restrictions to them:
AST ::= Empty | Int | String | .. |
Sequence | Union | List |
{Tag, Attributes, AST}
1 In

the rest of this paper, we refer to Erlang QuickCheck or Quviq
QuickCheck simply as QuickCheck.

Every constructor in the AST is represented by the general form
{Tag, Attrs, Content}. In the case of predefined WSDL types,
such as basic types (integers, strings. . . ) or complex types (sequences. . . ), we use a specialised version where the Tag is an atom
with its textual representation.
The Attributes are key-value pairs representing WSDL predefined constraint modifiers (minOccurs, maxLength, etc.), or the
attributes of a generic XML element.
The Content of each data description can be the empty list, so
that a suitable QuickCheck generator is used in a second phase, or
else a literal which represents the identity generator.
For example, the integer 5 is represented in our AST as follows:
{int, [], 5}.

A generator for 8-char strings is represented as:
{string, [{length, 8}], []}.

And one of our room examples is represented as:
{room, [],
{sequence, [],
[{roomId, [], "8124-24-39"},
{description, [{minOccurs,0},{maxOccurs,1}],
{string, [], []}}]}}.

We show here how the tag/2 function is used to create a XML
element by providing its name and contents (cf. Fig. 4). The content of a room is a sequence of two elements: a roomId and a
description. They are similarly built, being relevant the second
one in which we use the minOccurs/2 and maxOccurs/2 combinators to make it an optional element. Lastly, string/0 creates an
empty string element, which will be identified as a place where an
string generator is needed.
Once we have built the AST, the wsdlType/1 wrapper involves
a two-step process:
1. Consistency checks on the existing constraints, namely, the
coherence between constraints (i.e. minLength = 3 and maxLength = 5) and application to suitable data types (i.e. length
of a string).
2. Transformation of the AST into a data generator ready to be
consumed by QuickCheck properties. This is applied to every
place in the AST where no literal is used to describe the type.
This two-step process is needed in order to overcome the problem mentioned in Sec. 1: constraints must be checked when generating data, not afterwards. Also, constraints coherence should be
guaranteed prior to any data generation attempt, in order to avoid
wasting efforts.
3.1 CreateRoomParams detailed internal generation
In this section we show the detailed behaviour of our DSL for the
CreateRoomParams example (Fig. 4).
First, we focus on a representative fragment of the combinators
that we have used:
maxOccurs(1,tag("description",string()))

Combinators such as maxOccurs/2 above are used to apply the
attributes they represent to the AST provided as second argument.
maxOccurs(N, {Tag, Attributes, Content}) ->
{Tag, [{maxOccurs,N} | Attributes], Content}.

The function tag/2 builds a new AST using its arguments as tag
and content, respectively. The function clause pattern-matches on
the structure of the second argument to ensure that is AST-shaped:
...
tag(Name, {_,_,_} = C) ->
{Name, [], C};
...

Our DSL provides different flavours of the tag combinator
which allow the use of Content (as in the previous example), a
list of Attributes (as a key-value list) or both of them. Another
example of the use of tag in the createRoomParams/0 generator
uses a list of ASTs as second argument, thus building a WSDL
sequence:
...
tag(Name, L) when is_list(L) ->
{Name, [], sequence(L)};
...

Lastly, functions like sequence/1 and string/0 are the ones
used to build predefined WSDL types:
sequence(Elements) when is_list(Elements) ->
{sequence, [], Elements}.
string() ->
{string, [], ""}.
string(S) ->
{string, [], S}.

Some of these functions for predefined WSDL types also take a
literal in order to represent ASTs for fixed values, like string/1
above.
Once the AST is built, it is passed as parameter to the wsdlType/1
function. As we already mentioned, this function involves two
steps:
wsdlType(AST) ->
ConsistentAST = check_constraints(AST),
generate(ConsistentAST).

The first step, embodied by the check_constraints/1 function, is a compatibility check on the values of the numerical
Attributes referred to the same magnitude (e.g. min/max length,
occurrences. . . ), and a domain check of the values of the other kind
of attributes (e.g. replace, preserve or collapse whitespaces
in strings). Also, check_constraints is recursive on the third
component of the AST, the Content, in order to explore the whole
structure in depth.
Finally, after ensuring the AST includes consistent information,
we use the generate function to, while preserving the AST structure, remove constraint attributes and replace the content at each
level with a suitable generator. For instance, for string contents, a
simplified version of the generation machinery is as follows:
...
generate({string, Attributes, ""}) ->
Min = proplists:get_value(minLength, Attributes),
Max = proplists:get_value(maxLength, Attributes),
Gen = ascii_char(),
?LET(N, choose(Min,Max),
{string, escaped_string(vector(N, Gen))};

generate({string, _, S}) ->
{string, S};
...

This snippet shows how we build a generator for strings (in this
case only showing how to deal with the length attribute), and also
how we use a string literal when one is provided.
For complex data types such as sequence or union, we return
a list of generators for each member of the sequence or a choice
(eqc_gen:oneof/1) among them in the case of union.

4.

Using our DSL for testing web services

The main example we have used to conduct this paper, the web
service offered by a multimedia system to manage streaming devices in different locations, is part of a real industrial system called
VoDKATV.
VoDKATV is an IPTV/OTT middleware that provides end-users
access to different services on a TV screen, tablet, smartphone, PC,
etc., allowing an advanced multi-screen media experience. VoDKATV is a distributed system composed by several components,
which are integrated through web services (cf. Fig. 5).
admin
<<component>>
BSS Admin Interface

core
<<component>>
OSS Admin Interface

<<component>>
Monitoring

backend

<<component>>
VoDKATV-server

<<component>>
EPGServer

HTTP/XML
HTTP/JSON

HTTP/XML

client

HTTP/JSON

<<component>>
Device

<<component>>
STB

<<component>>
PC

been manually produced as well, and inspection of the test cases
revealed that the same data had been copied and pasted in different
test cases.
VoDKATV developers were familiar with PBT, and actually
used it in other parts of the system, written in Erlang. Difficulty to
write proper generators was referred by them as one of the reasons
not to engage in QuickCheck usage as far as web services were concerned, alongside with difficulties to model web service operations
and behaviour, and time required to put the machinery in place to
communicate PBT tools like QuickCheck with HTTP/XML-based
interfaces.
Even though at these stage we yet to develop a whole methodology to effectively test all web services available operations in an
automatic fashion using PBT, we have been able to use our DSL
to produce QuickCheck generators and automatically build data to
feed the web services, instead of the manually-written data in the
test suite. In doing so, we were able to detect unspecified behaviour
of the VoDKATV system when the rooms to be created contained
strange characters (for instance, ä) as part of their descriptions. Being it an optional field, the rooms were created anyway, but the web
service itself crashed badly and the web server returned a severe error message which revealed data of the internals of the application
(i.e. complete error paths).
Such behaviour had never been triggered using the test cases in
the manually-written test suite, because developers writing the test
data would commonly used sensible, real-like strings using common characters to them. The problem was reported and diagnosed
by VoDKATV developers as a case of bad handling of character
encodings withing the server.

JDBC

<<component>>
Tablet

<<component>>
AssetManager

<<component>>
Database

Figure 5. VoDKATV Architecture
The main part of the VoDKATV system is the core package, that
contains the key components of the system. The core components
use backend components to get information from external systems,
for example the electronic program guide (EPG) of IPTV channels
(provided by the EPGServer component) or multimedia contents to
rent in a video on demand catalogue (provided by the AssetManager component). On the other hand, the core components are used
by the clients, i.e., the applications that end-users use to access the
system on a TV screen, smartphone or any other compatible device.
Finally, the architecture also includes administration applications to
manage and configure the system (admin package).
As a way to validate the capabilities of our DSL for testing real
web services, we have used VoDKATV as case study. In particular,
we have used the web service provided by the VoDKATV-server
component which returns data in XML format. As it is shown in
Fig. 5, this web service is used by administration components to
configure the VoDKATV system, which includes room and device
management functionalities.
All in all, given the number of web-service-based component
integration scenarios present in this system, web service testing,
and specifically data generation for web service testing, is very
relevant to VoDKATV developers. Naturally, this style of integration is not unique to VoDKATV, and is also a very commonly used
means of integration with third-party components, applications or
systems [17].
Prior to the introduction of our DSL, the testing performed by
VoDKATV developers on this web service consisted of a manuallywritten test suite of unit test cases. The data in those test cases had

5.

Related work

Most of the research carried out about web services testing focuses
on methods to create good test suites, from a black-box perspective.
Examples of this are [3], where authors use a technique called
Orthogonal Array Testing (OAT); the pair-wise method defined
in [13], which uses semantic information through WSDL-S [20]
and OCL [15] to generate test cases; or a partition testing technique
in [4].
Other proposals also build intermediate artefacts to help in
the process, such as [21], which builds a finite automata using
BPEL [14], or in [18] which uses UML and OCL. A complete
framework to perform testing using a WSDL specification is explained in [5], where test cases are generated using a coverage
criteria and some heuristics.
All the references above focus on the generation of test cases
and give data generation little discussion. One different example
is [10], where the authors present one fully automatic approach to
test web services and also a PBT tool is used. Although they use a
WSDL document to generate test cases, they only take into account
the main type of the inputs/outputs (integers, strings. . . ), leaving
out the rest of the WSDL constraints.
In our review of the state of the art, we did not find any work
which uses a DSL or some intermediate language to build test cases
for web services testing in order to enhance test data quality. So, to
the best of our knowledge, our work is a novel contribution to this
research area.

6.

Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have described the definition of a DSL for writing QuickCheck data generators for web services. In order to lower
the entry barrier for QuickCheck non-experts, we have taken inspiration from the WSDL elements themselves when designing the
syntax of our DSL.

The use of the described DSL overcomes two important pitfalls
in the definition of data generators for web service data:

[4] X. Bai, S. Lee, W. Tsai, and Y. Chen. Ontology-based test modeling
and partition testing of web services. pages 465–472, 2008.

• the need to express constraints on data that are not type-

[5] C. Bartolini, A. Bertolino, E. Marchetti, and A. Polini. Ws-taxi: A
wsdl-based testing tool for web services. pages 326–335, 2009.

dependent, rather applicable to different kinds of data;
• the need to take constraints on data into account at generation

time, rather than once the data has already been generated.
As we have shown, our DSL includes
• a set of combinators that allow developers to consistently apply

constraints on all kinds of data;
• a common wrapper that interprets and transforms user-defined

generators using these combinators into QuickCheck-ready
data generators.
Consequently, we contribute not only the definition of a DSL
to express web services data, but more importantly, an enabling
mechanism for non-expert QuickCheck users to define their own
web service data generators. Also, our DSL is a target for automatic
testing of web services.
In fact, this work is part of a broader research. Having this DSL
in place allows us to take the next step and use it as a target for additional tools designed to automate the testing process. Specifically,
after addressing the syntax of web services, meaningful testing requires addressing web semantics as well. We intend to provide support for QuickCheck-flavoured ways to express these semantics, in
a similar fashion to how we have mimicked WSDL constraints syntax in our DSL.
This research is developed in the context of the PROWESS research project [1], devoted to the improvement of web services testing by applying PBT in this field. As such, our DSL will be integrated with results from other project partners. For instance, Professor Thompson and his research group at the University of Kent are
working on the automatic derivation of QuickCheck state machines
from WSDL web service descriptions. Our common intention is to
have their generation tool produce suitable data generators directly
using our DSL.
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